KIDEMLİ YAZILIM MÜHENDİSLİĞİ (Ref:C2SEC12)

General Qualifications:

- 5+ years of software development experience
- Experience on C/C++ application development
- Strong background of Design Patterns and Object-Oriented Design concepts
- Experience on software development life cycle
- Basic knowledge of UML
- Extensive knowledge on network protocols, network programming and packet processing algorithms is a PLUS
- Knowledge on TCP/IP, routing, switching, firewalls, proxy and security IP communication is a PLUS
- Extensive knowledge on network analysis and tools is a PLUS

OR

- Participation and/or management of TÜBİTAK/TEYDEB projects is a PLUS
- Basic knowledge on configuration management systems such as SVN and GIT
- Understanding of customer requirements for resolution of problems beyond contractual obligations.
- Strong oral and written communication skills
- Good documentation skills
- Perfect command of English, both written and spoken
- Talented on technical leadership and coordination of a team for the performance of their assigned tasks and project

Job Description:

As a valued member of the C2TECH Software Engineering group, he/she is involved in the entire software product lifecycle including design, development, unit/integration testing as well as validation of current and future C2TECH products.

- Design, develop and integrate software modules that meet quality objectives, engineering methodologies and guidelines set by C2TECH
- Participate in requirements analysis phase and contribute to the High Level as well as detailed product specification documents when required
- Recommend enhancements, improvements, and innovations to the existing technology and recommend the development of new solutions and technology prototypes
- Conduct unit, integration, performance and, if required, system testing in a timely and cost-effective manner
- Establish technical documentation by writing design and test documents as well as drafting initial versions of product manuals for the corresponding parts
- Application/Management to National or International R&D Project funds from Development Agencies, TÜBİTAK, KOSGEB, and European Union
- Technical leadership and guidance of the project team
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